
Books for Children
Books and magazines are also available for 
immediate download from the NLS Braille 
and Audio Reading Download (BARD) site 
at https://nlsbard.loc.gov. To order books or 
sign up for BARD, contact your local coop-
erating library. Regional library telephone 
numbers and email addresses are listed on 
the last pages of this magazine.

Books are listed alphabetically within the 
headings Children’s Fiction and Children’s 

last name, and title. For example, the title 
Goodnight Moon by Margaret Wise Brown 
would be listed in Children’s Fiction under 
the Classics subject category and by the last 
name Brown.

Children’s Fiction
Adventure
Oona

DB106946 0 hours 9 minutes
by Kelly DiPucchio
read by Imani Parks
Oona and her best friend Otto love to 

instead. But when a sparkly crown 
remains in a deep, dark rift, Oona’s not 
sure if she can dive right in. What might 
be waiting for her in those unknown 
waters? Commercial audiobook. For 
grades K–3. 2021.

J.D. and the Hair Show Showdown
DB107266 2 hours 1 minutes
by J. Dillard
read by Tivia Lynnell
J.D. the Kid Barber has already won 
a barber battle and appeared on local 
TV. Now he’s the youngest barber to be 
invited to the Beauty Brothers Hair Expo 

in Atlanta! Commercial audiobook. For 
grades 2–4. 2021.

Map of Flames: The Forgotten Five
DB106944 9 hours 54 minutes
by Lisa McMann
read by Jeremy Carlisle Parker
Five children who are the offspring of 
supernatural criminals and who have 
special abilities of their own leave their 
isolated tropical home and head to the 

their parents and the treasure they hid 
years ago. Commercial audiobook. For 
grades 3–6. 2022.

Playing a Dangerous Game
DB106306 4 hours 22 minutes
by Patrick Ochieng
read by Tony Tambi
In 1970s Kenya, ten-year-old Lumush 
and his three friends discover a criminal 
operation that puts both themselves and 
their families in danger. Commercial 
audiobook. For grades 6–9. 2021.

Pilar Ramirez and the Escape from Zafa
DB107137 7 hours 14 minutes
by Julian Randall
read by Amanda Alcántara
Twelve-year-old Pilar Violeta Ramirez 
ventures to Zafa, an island where 
Dominican myths and legends come to 
life, and where her cousin is being held 
captive in a sinister magical prison. Pilar 
must defeat the Dominican bogeyman if 
she hopes to free Natasha and return to 
Chicago. Commercial audiobook. For 
grades 4–7. 2022.

The Demigod Diaries: The Heroes of 
Olympus

DB106912 5 hours 35 minutes
by Rick Riordan
read by various narrators
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Collection of short stories featuring the 
demigods Luke, Thalia, Percy, Annabeth, 
and more. In “The Diary of Luke 
Castellan,” Luke details his early days 
before arriving at Camp Half-Blood. 
Commercial audiobook. For grades 4–7. 
2012.

The Demigod Files: Percy Jackson & 
the Olympians

DB106833 3 hours 9 minutes
by Rick Riordan
read by Jesse Bernstein
A guide to the world of Percy Jackson 
and the Olympians, from what to do 
when encountering Medusa to interacting 
with a Minotaur. Commercial audiobook. 
For grades 4–7. 2009.

The Ickabog
DB105445 6 hours 50 minutes
by J.K. Rowling
read by Mare Trevathan
As the legend of the fearsome Ickabog 
spreads terror in the peaceful kingdom of 
Cornucopia, best friends Bert and Daisy 
set out to discover the truth and bring 
happiness back to the kingdom. For 
grades 3–6. 2020.

Symbiosis: Shuri
DB106872 5 hours 44 minutes
by Nic Stone
read by Anika Noni Rose
When someone successfully breaks into 
the royal palace of Wakanda, the search 
begins for this interloper, a mysterious 
“symbiote” with superhuman speed and 
strength. Clues lead Shuri to the Jabari 
Lands, a remote, unforgiving part of the 
country, and what she discovers will 
be more shocking than she could have 
imagined. Commercial audiobook. For 
grades 5–8 and older readers. 2022.

The Vanished: Shuri
DB106874 5 hours 51 minutes
by Nic Stone
read by Anika Noni Rose
Princess Shuri hears whispers of excep-
tionally talented young girls across the 
world going missing. A young envi-
ronmental scientist in Kenya, a French 
physics prodigy—the list of the missing 
keeps growing and growing, and Shuri 
is next. Commercial audiobook. For 
grades 5–8 and older readers. 2021.

DB106923 1 hours 55 minutes
by Lauren Tarshis
read by Shaun Taylor-Corbett
After his father’s arrest, Josh and his 
mom head to California to escape their 
tattered lives. But an innocent trip to 
the forest turns deadly as Josh and his 

audiobook. For grades 3–6. 2020.
I Survived the Galveston Hurricane, 1900

DB106844 2 hours 8 minutes
by Lauren Tarshis
read by various narrators
1900. No one believes the booming city 
of Galveston, Texas, could be struck by 
a horrible disaster. But eleven-year-old 

screaming wind and the waves of a hur-
ricane all alone. Commercial audiobook. 
For grades 3–6. 2021.

Animals and Wildlife
Pete the Cat: Talent Show Trouble

DB106305 0 hours 8 minutes
by Kimberly Dean and James Dean
read by James Fouhey
Pete the Cat’s school hosts a talent 
show! Pete knows just what to sign up 
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for—playing the guitar. But when he 
writes his name on the list, he is sur-
prised to see Grumpy Toad also signed 
up for the same talent. Commercial 
audiobook. For preschool–grade 2. 2021.

Madeline Finn and the Therapy Dog
DB107247 0 hours 12 minutes
by Lisa Papp
read by Merissa Czyz
Madeline Finn hopes Star can become a 
therapy dog, but he must pass his exam. 
After much practice, Madeline Finn and 
Star are off to Walker Oaks, a retirement 
community where Star will take his tests. 
Commercial audiobook. For grades K–3. 
2020.

¡Vamos! Let’s Go to the Market
DB106756 0 hours 24 minutes
by Raúl the Third
read by Gary Tiedemann
As Little Lobo and his dog, Bernabé, 
make deliveries, they stop to visit his 
friends who sell candy, comic books, 
and puppets in the bustling border town 
market. Commercial audiobook. For 
grades 2–4. 2019.

Mel Fell
DB106711 0 hours 10 minutes
by Corey R. Tabor
read by Eva Wilhelm
A little bird goes on a journey, from a 

preschool–grade 2. 2021.

Blindness and Physical 
Disabilities
My City Speaks

DB106712 0 hours 4 minutes
by Darren Lebeuf
read by Eva Wilhelm
A little girl who is blind explores the 
city she loves on the way to her recital. 

Schneider Family Book Award. For 
preschool–grade 2. 2021.

Family
War Stories

DB107064 6 hours 17 minutes
by Gordon Korman
read by Jonathan Todd Ross
Twelve-year-old Trevor loves playing 
war-based video games, and he idolizes 
his great-grandfather Jacob, who came 
home from World War II as a celebrated 
hero. When Jacob wants to return with 
Trevor to the small French village that 
his unit liberated, not everyone in the 
town wants Jacob to come. Commercial 
audiobook. For grades 4–7. 2020.

A Soft Place to Land
DB106369 6 hours 10 minutes
by Janae Marks
read by Imani Parks
Twelve-year-old Joy dreams of com-

has to survive her family’s move into a 
small apartment when her father loses 
his job. Commercial audiobook. For 
grades 4–7. 2021.

Stuntboy, in the Meantime
DB105877 2 hours 50 minutes
by Jason Reynolds
read by various narrators
Portico Reeves’ secret identity as 
Stuntboy allows him to use his super-
power keep everybody safe, but when 

he feels the responsibility to save them. 
Commercial audiobook. For grades 3–6. 
2021.

Operation Sisterhood
DB107150 8 hours 42 minutes
by Olugbemisola Rhuday-Perkovich
read by Kristen Ariza
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Eleven-year-old Bo is used to it being 
just her and her mom in their cozy New 
York apartment. But when her mom 
gets married, Bo must adjust to her new 
sisters and a music-minded blended 
family that is much larger, louder, and 
more complex than she ever imagined. 
Commercial audiobook. For grades 3–6. 
2022.

Something Special for Me
DB106368 0 hours 12 minutes
by Vera B. Williams
read by Martha Plimpton
Rosa has a hard time deciding on the 
perfect present to buy with the coins that 
her mother, grandmother, aunt, and uncle 
have saved for her birthday. Commercial 
audiobook. For grades K–3. 1983.

I Am the Storm
DB104009 0 hours 10 minutes
by Jane Yolen and Heidi E.Y. Stemple
read by Dawn Ursula
As the climate shifts, families experience 
weather emergencies, including a tor-

-

resilience. For preschool–grade 2. 2020.
Amy Wu and the Patchwork Dragon

DB106854 0 hours 9 minutes
by Kat Zhang
read by Cindy Kay
When her teacher asks everyone to make 
their own dragon, Amy feels stuck. Her 

stag-like horns, and eagle claws, but her 
friends don’t think it’s a real dragon. 
Then she makes dragons like theirs, but 
none of them feels quite right. After 
school, a story from Grandma sparks 
new inspiration. For preschool–grade 2. 
2020.

Fantasy
Curse of the Forgotten City: Emblem 
Island, Book 2

DB106035 7 hours 22 minutes
by Alex Aster
read by Ramon De Ocampo
Tor, Engle, and Melda must stop a band 
of cursed pirates from taking over their 
home. Commercial audiobook. For 
grades 4–7. 2021.

Grumplets and Pests: Zoey and Sassafras
DB106372 1 hours 11 minutes
by Asia Citro
read by Janina Edwards
Excited about spending their summer 
with magical friends, Zoey and Sassafras 
are surprised to see everyone so grumpy. 
After a string of bad days, Zoey suspects 
something is afoot. It’s up to Zoey and 
Sassafras to solve the mystery before 
they end up with one bummer of a 
summer. Commercial audiobook. For 
grades K–3. 2019.

Unicorns and Germs: Zoey and Sassafras
DB106371 1 hours 6 minutes
by Asia Citro
read by Janina Edwards
An earthquake shakes Zoey’s house. Or 
maybe it’s a unicorn-quake? An enor-
mous new friend arrives in a lot of pain, 
and it’s getting worse every day. Zoey 
must work with her mom and Sassafras 

audiobook. For grades K–3. 2018.
The Princess in Black and the Giant 
Problem

DB107270 0 hours 22 minutes
by Shannon Hale and Dean Hale
read by Julia Whelan
The Princess in Black is ready for her 
snowy playdate with the Goat Avenger 
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and the Princess in Blankets. It’s a per-
fect day to build snow monsters and 
battle them for practice. But when 
they’re about to wage battle, a huge 
foot smashes their wintry creations. 
Commercial audiobook. For grades K–3 
and older readers. 2020.

The Captive Kingdom: The Ascendance 
Series, Book 4

DB106427 10 hours 26 minutes
by Jennifer A. Nielsen
read by Charlie McWade
A Prozarian captain believes King Jaron 
has committed unspeakable acts and 
attacks the king’s ship. The Prozarians 
seem to know a great deal about Jaron’s 
long-missing older brother, Darius, the 
rightful heir to Carthya—who may be 
alive after all. Commercial audiobook. 
For grades 5–8. 2020.

Quidditch through the Ages
DB106848 3 hours 13 minutes
by J.K. Rowling
read by various narrators
A history of the game avidly enjoyed and 
played at Hogwarts School. Begins with 

which Harry Potter excels at maneu-
vering. Discusses the rules of Quidditch, 
famous teams of other centuries, and 
worldwide developments of the game. 
Commercial audiobook. For grades 4–7. 
2001.

The Tales of Beedle the Bard
DB106929 1 hours 38 minutes
by J.K. Rowling
read by various narrators
The heroes and heroines who triumph 

kindness, common sense, and inge-
nuity rather than powerful magic. 

In “The Fountain of Fair Fortune,” three 
woeful witches and a sad knight struggle 
to reach the fountain together before 
nightfall. Commercial audiobook. For 
grades 4–7. 2007.

Root Magic
DB106014 9 hours 56 minutes
by Eden Royce
read by Imani Parks
Wadmalaw, South Carolina. 
Eleven-year-old twins Jezebel and Jay 
begin lessons in rootwork for healing 
and protection. As they train, they face 
threats from the local police deputy, 
school bullies, and others. Commercial 
audiobook. For grades 3–6. 2021.

Friendship
The Shape of Thunder

DB106411 7 hours 12 minutes
by Jasmine Warga
read by various narrators
Twelve-year-old neighbors and former 
best friends Cora Hamed and Quinn 
McCauley begin working together to 
open a wormhole so they can travel 
through time to prevent the school 
shooting that resulted in the death of 
Cora’s sister. Commercial audiobook. 
For grades 4–7. 2021.

General
Wonder Walkers

DB106723 0 hours 3 minutes
by Micha Archer
read by Eva Wilhelm
Two curious children go for a walk, 
asking imaginative questions about the 
natural beauty that surrounds them. For 
preschool–grade 2. 2021.
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Have You Ever Seen a Flower?
DB106722 0 hours 4 minutes
by Shawn Harris
read by Eva Wilhelm

its colors, smelling its fragrance, 
and imagining a tiny world within it. 
For preschool–grade 2. 2021.

Growing Up
What Is Love?

DB106715 0 hours 7 minutes
by Mac Barnett
read by Steven Carpenter

a question that he asks his grandmother, 
and eventually his quest leads him back 
home. For preschool–grade 2. 2021.

They Call Me Güero: A Border Kid’s 
Poems

DB106023 1 hours 44 minutes
by David Bowles
read by Andres Zuno

crew—los Bobbys—discover girls 
and occasionally get into trouble by 
the Mexican border. Güero copes with 
life’s challenges by writing poetry, 
after encouragement from his teacher. 
Commercial audiobook. For grades 5–8. 
2018.

Fifty-Four Things Wrong with 
Gwendolyn Rogers

DB106408 8 hours 25 minutes
by Caela Carter
read by Hope Newhouse
Frustrated, eleven-year-old Gwendolyn 

listing all of her issues and comes up 
with her own plan to control her behav-
iors. Unrated. Commercial audiobook. 
For grades 3–6. 2021.

Parker Shines On: Another 
Extraordinary Moment

DB105955 0 hours 16 minutes
by Parker Curry and Jessica Curry
read by Susan Spain
Young Parker wonders about what it 
takes to be a real ballet dancer. The 

preschool–grade 2. 2021.

Historical Fiction
Kingdom’s Hope

DB106943 3 hours 36 minutes
by Chuck Black
read by various narrators
Leinad’s skill with a sword helps free his 
people from Lord Fairos’s slavery, but 

the evil of the Dark Knight when the rest 
of the country turns away from the King 
and the Code. Commercial audiobook. 
For grades 4–7 and older readers. 2006.

Mighty Inside
DB106417 6 hours 52 minutes
by Sundee T. Frazier
read by Kevin R. Free
The thought of starting high school 
makes Melvin’s stutter worse, along with 
his growing awareness that racism is 
everywhere, but he can’t mutely stand by 
as one of the few Black kids in school. 
His new friend Lenny, who is Jewish and 
loves the saxophone, encourages Melvin 
to take some risks. Commercial audio-
book. For grades 4–7. 2021.

Freewater
DB106684 9 hours 44 minutes
by Amina Luqman-Dawson
read by various narrators

they were enslaved, siblings Ada and 
Homer discover the secret community 
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of Freewater. They work with freeborn 
Sanzi to protect their new home from 
the encroaching dangers of the outside 
world. Commercial audiobook. For 
grades 4–7. 2022.

Holidays
The Christmas Pig

DB105478 6 hours 39 minutes
by J.K. Rowling
read by Dawn Ursula
Jack loves his childhood toy, Dur Pig. DP 
has always been there for him, through 
good and bad—until one Christmas Eve, 
when something terrible happens: DP is 
lost. But Jack’s newest toy, the Christmas 
Pig (DP’s replacement), has a daring 

Too Many Tamales
DB106370 0 hours 12 minutes
by Gary Soto
read by Alma Cuervo
Maria tries on her mother’s wedding 
ring while helping make tamales for a 
Christmas family get-together. Panic 
ensues when, hours later, she realizes the 
ring is missing. Commercial audiobook. 
For grades K–3. 1993.

Humor
A Sick Day for Amos McGee

DB106017 0 hours 12 minutes
by Philip C. Stead
read by Jim Dale
Zookeeper Amos McGee always takes 
time to visit his good friends the ele-
phant, tortoise, penguin, rhinoceros, 
and owl. But one day, Amos stays home 
because he is sick—and receives an 
unexpected visit. Commercial audio-
book. Caldecott Medal. For preschool–
grade 2. 2010.

Erik vs. Everything
DB106430 5 hours 33 minutes
by Christina Uss
read by Matt Godfrey

modern-day Viking-heritage family has 
a motto. Erik is developing a slogan he 
can believe in: avoid stuff. When he and 
his sisters spend the summer with their 
rough-and-tumble cousins in Minnesota, 
Bru, his axe-wielding sister, gets the idea 
to name and conquer all of Erik’s fears. 
Commercial audiobook. For grades 3–6. 
2021.

Religious Themes
Bare Tree and Little Wind: A Story for 
Holy Week

DB107074 0 hours 11 minutes
by Mitali Perkins
read by Chanté McCormick
Little Wind and the trees of Jerusalem 
can’t wait for Real King to visit. But Little 
Wind is puzzled when the king doesn’t 
look as he expected. His wise friend Bare 
Tree helps him learn that strength, sac-

when all hope is lost. Commercial audio-
book. For grades K–3. 2022.

Scary Stories
The Puppet’s Payback and Other 
Chilling Tales

DB106311 4 hours 6 minutes
by Mary Downing Hahn
read by various narrators
A collection of spooky short stories. Each 
tale turns something ordinary—a pigeon, 
a white dress, a stranger on the bus, a 
puppet—into a sinister link to the super-
natural. The author discusses how she 
came to write ghost stories. Commercial 
audiobook. For grades 3–6. 2020.
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The Birthday Party of No Return! 
Goosebumps: Hall of Horrors

DB106515 2 hours 47 minutes
by R.L. Stine
read by Matt Braver
Lee Hargrove desperately wants to win 
a scholarship to Summer Sports Camp. 
His school is holding a competition, and 
the winner gets to attend the camp for 
free. But things go wrong when he gets 
envious of another friend’s never-ending 
luck. For grades 3–6. 2012.

Don’t Scream! Goosebumps: Hall of 
Horrors

DB106504 2 hours 52 minutes
by R.L. Stine
read by Andy Pyle
Jack Harmon, who is bullied at school, 

voice who wants him to do bad things. 
For grades 3–6. 2012.

The Five Masks of Dr. Screem: 
Goosebumps; Hall of Horrors

DB106506 3 hours 18 minutes
by R.L. Stine
read by Jill Fox
Monica Anderson, who thinks 
her biggest problem is taking her 
karate-chopping younger brother, Peter, 
trick-or-treating, is wrong; Monica and 
Peter must defeat the evil Dr. Screem, 

have the power to manipulate the world 
around them. For grades 3–6. 2011.

Night of the Giant Everything: 
Goosebumps; Hall of Horrors

DB106510 2 hours 37 minutes
by R.L. Stine
read by Andy Pyle
Steven, a practical joker, is tricked by his 
friends into drinking a strange mixture of 
chemicals that causes him to shrink, and 
he must make it through his house and 
the dangers inside to reach his normal 
size. For grades 3–6. 2011.

Why I Quit Zombie School: Goosebumps; 
Hall of Horrors

DB106513 2 hours 57 minutes
by R.L. Stine
read by Alec Volz
When Matt’s parents send him to a 
strange boarding school, where the 
students move at a dead-slow pace, he 
begins to suspect he has been enrolled 
in a school for zombies. For grades 3–6. 
2011.
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Adventure
Race to the Bottom of the Earth: 
Surviving Antarctica

DB107139 5 hours 19 minutes
by Rebecca E.F. Barone
read by Kate Mulligan
Recounts two historic races. In 1910, 
Captain Robert Scott prepared his crew 
for a trip no one had ever completed: 
a journey to the South Pole. Then, one 
hundred eight years later, Captain Louis 
Rudd readied himself for a similarly 

treacherous Antarctica. Commercial 
audiobook. For grades 4–7. 2021.

The Impossible Climb: Alex Honnold, El 
Capitan, and a Climber’s Life

DB107239 5 hours 44 minutes
by Mark Synnott
read by Roger Wayne
Recounts Alex Honnold’s unprecedented 
solo climb of Yosemite’s El Capitan, 
describing the feat along with the other 
climbing expeditions that populated 
his amateur and professional experi-
ences. Adapted for Younger Readers by 
Hampton Synnott. Commercial audio-
book. For grades 6–9. 2021.

Animals and Wildlife
Dr. Octopus

DB107081 0 hours 5 minutes
by Dana Church
read by Narrator Unknown
Scientists snorkel in Bermuda 
looking for information on octopuses. 
Commercial audiobook. For grades 2–4. 
2018.

How to Eat Scorpions: Meerkat Pups Go 
to Survival School

DB107140 0 hours 9 minutes
by Ana María Rodríguez
read by Narrator Unknown
Discusses how meerkat pups learn to 

grades 2–4. 2018.
Meet the Marine Iguana: Halfway 
between the North and South Poles Live 
Lizards That Eat Only from the Sea

DB107142 0 hours 3 minutes
by Sherry Shahan
read by Narrator Unknown
Various facts about marine iguanas in the 
Galapagos. Commercial audiobook. For 
grades K–3. 2018.

Arts
Frida Kahlo and Her Animalitos

DB106861 0 hours 19 minutes
by Monica Brown
read by Adriana Sananes
Recounts artist Frida Kahlo’s beloved 
pets—two monkeys, a parrot, three dogs, 
two turkeys, an eagle, a black cat, and 
a fawn—and playfully considers how 
Frida embodied many wonderful char-
acteristics of each animal. Commercial 
audiobook. For grades K–3. 2017.

Black Ballerinas: My Journey to Our 
Legacy

DB106518 2 hours 8 minutes
by Misty Copeland
read by Phaedra Eason
Award-winning author and American 
Ballet Theatre principal dancer cele-
brates women dancers of color who 

Discusses the legacy of these women 
who have fundamentally changed the 
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landscape of American ballet from 
the early 20th century to today. For 
grades 5–8. 2021.

Biography
Child of the Flower-Song People: 
Luz Jiménez, Daughter of the Nahua

DB106522 0 hours 32 minutes
by Gloria Amescua
read by Gabriela García
Fictionalized account of a Nahua girl 
who grew up in Mexico during the 
early 1900s. Describes her experiences 
modeling for artists and working with 
scholars to preserve Nahuatl language 
and stories, which led to her being 
known as the “Soul of Mexico.” For 
grades K–3. 2021.

Accused: My Story of Injustice
DB107219 1 hours 5 minutes
by Adama Bah
read by various narrators
Shares harrowing personal experience 
of being wrongly accused of terrorism. 
Describes how after the events of 
September 11, 2001, Bah began experi-
encing discrimination and dehumaniza-
tion as prejudice toward Muslim people 
grew. Commercial audiobook. For 
grades 6–9. 2021.

Because Claudette
DB106835 0 hours 9 minutes
by Tracey Baptiste
read by Joniece Abbott-Pratt
A picture book biography about 
Claudette Colvin, the teen whose 
activism launched the Montgomery bus 
boycott, and a celebration of collective 
action. Commercial audiobook. For 
grades 2–4. 2022.

Fossil Hunter: How Mary Anning 
Changed the Science of Prehistoric Life

DB107232 1 hours 47 minutes
by Cheryl Blackford
read by Moira Quirk

thinking about prehistoric life and would 
become one of the most celebrated pale-
ontologists of all time. Describes her 
childhood on the south coast of England, 
a region rich in fossils, and teenaged 

ichthyosaur. Commercial audiobook. For 
grades 4–7. 2022.

Dovey Undaunted: A Black Woman 
Breaks Barriers in the Law, the Military, 
and the Ministry

DB106860 4 hours 32 minutes
by Tonya Bolden
read by Karen Chilton
Traces Dovey Johnson Roundtree’s life 
from her childhood in Jim Crow North 
Carolina through her adulthood, illumi-
nating a fearless lawyer in American his-
tory who believed the law should serve 
the people, and places her in the context 
of twentieth-century civil rights and 
African American culture. Commercial 
audiobook. For grades 4–7. 2021.

Feed Your Mind: A Story of August 
Wilson

DB106545 0 hours 54 minutes
by Jen Bryant
read by David Sadzin
Like many of August Wilson’s plays, 
this story is told in two acts, revealing 
how Wilson grew up to be one of the 

Describes his experiences receiving 
the Pulitzer Prize for Drama twice. 
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Commercial audiobook. For grades 2–4. 
2019.

From the Tops of the Trees
DB106373 0 hours 12 minutes
by Kao Kalia Yang
read by Kao Kalia Yang

was a young girl who had never known 
life outside a refugee camp and remem-
bers her father, who was determined to 
help her dream beyond the fences that 

For grades K–3. 2021.

Cooking
What’s So Hot about Spices?

DB107143 0 hours 7 minutes
by Gail Jarrow
read by Narrator Unknown

world’s spices. Commercial audiobook. 
For grades 2–4. 2018.

Government and Politics
Just Help! How to Build a Better World

DB106845 0 hours 14 minutes
by Sonia Sotomayor
read by various narrators
A young Sonia knows the value of civic 
engagement and community service, 
and enlists the help of others to create 
a better world. Commercial audiobook. 
For grades K–3. 2022.

History
Exploring the White House: Inside 
America’s Most Famous Home

DB106447 4 hours 13 minutes
by Kate Andersen Brower
read by Patricia Santomasso
Journalist surveys the history of 1600 
Pennsylvania Avenue, its residents, and 

the roles of the staff members. Explains 
what goes on behind the scenes at 
important state events, describes visits 
of foreign dignitaries, and highlights a 
ghost or two. Commercial audiobook. 
For grades 3–6. 2020.

Bones Unearthed! Creepy and True
DB106519 5 hours 14 minutes
by Kerrie Logan Hollihan
read by Carol Jacobanis
Investigates remarkable discoveries of 
skeletal remains and what they reveal 
about human civilization. Includes 
cryptic tales of murder and mayhem that 
span cultures and millennia, from Aztec 
skull racks, the cannibals of Jamestown, 
and Benjamin Franklin’s basement bone-
yard, to frozen sailors in the Arctic and 
the centuries-long search for the body 
of King Richard III. For grades 5–8 and 
older readers. 2021.

Ambushed! The Assassination Plot 

DB106713 4 hours 58 minutes
by Gail Jarrow
read by Carl Stewart
Award-winning author examines the 

and his assassin, Guiteau, and relates the 

agonizing death that lasted eighty days. 
Jarrow reveals the medical mistakes 
made, including the faulty diagnoses 
and outdated treatments that led to the 
president’s demise. YALSA Excellence 

readers. 2021.
The Founders Unmasked: True History

DB106841 3 hours 6 minutes
by Jennifer Sabin
read by various narrators
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Broadcast journalist examines the 
personal and political actions of the 
Founding Fathers regarding slavery. 
Discusses the lives of two important 

Sally Hemings and Frederick Douglass. 
Commercial audiobook. For grades 5–8. 
2022.

We Are Still Here! Native American 
Truths Everyone Should Know

DB107065 0 hours 51 minutes
by Traci Sorell
read by various narrators
Native American kids from different 
tribes present historical and contempo-
rary time periods, struggles, and vic-
tories to their classmates, each ending 
with a powerful refrain: we are still here. 
Commercial audiobook. For grades 4–7. 
2021.

Attack on Pearl Harbor: The True 
Story of the Day America Entered 
World War II

DB107073 0 hours 57 minutes
by Shelley Tanaka
read by Charles Carroll
Traces events leading up to and resulting 
from the December 7, 1941, Japanese 
attack on American battleships at Pearl 
Harbor, which brought the United States 
into World War II. Commercial audio-
book. For grades 4–7. 2001.

Boy from Buchenwald: The True Story of 
a Holocaust Survivor

DB106935 7 hours 10 minutes
by Robbie Waisman and 
Susan McClelland
read by Peter Berkrot
Memoir of a Holocaust survivor who, 
along with more than 470 abused boys 

from Buchenwald, a brutal concentra-
tion camp, was taken to a rehabilitation 
center that gave him and other teen boys 
the chance to learn how to live again. 
Commercial audiobook. For grades 5–8. 
2021.

Your Legacy: A Bold Reclaiming of Our 
Enslaved History

DB107069 0 hours 27 minutes
by Schele Williams
read by Schele Williams
Introduction to African American history 
and cultures that celebrates and honors 
enslaved ancestors, acknowledging 

Commercial audiobook. For grades K–3. 
2021.

Music
What Is Hip-Hop?

DB106714 0 hours 13 minutes
by Eric Morse
read by Carl Stewart
Introduces young readers to hip-hop 
music through rhyming verse and 

such as Run-D.M.C., LL Cool J, Beastie 
Boys, Salt-N-Pepa, Tupac, and more. For 
grades 2–4. 2017.

What Is Punk?
DB106716 0 hours 7 minutes
by Eric Morse
read by Steven Carpenter
An introduction to the punk music rev-
olution, from London’s Clash and Sex 
Pistols to the Ramones and more. For 
grades 2–4. 2015.

Beyoncé
DB106855 2 hours 17 minutes
by Nansubuga Nagadya Isdahl
read by Tyla Collier
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Covers the international superstar and 
feminist icon’s Texas childhood, achieve-
ments as a member of Destiny’s Child, 

equal-rights activist. Commercial audio-
book. For grades 2–4. 2021.

Nature and the Environment
Ice: Chilling Stories from a Disappearing 
World

DB104575 3 hours 41 minutes
by Laura Buller and others
read by Michael Russotto
Explores the icy regions of our planet, 
the life that thrives in those freezing con-
ditions, and the altering effects of climate 
change. For grades 4–7. 2019.

The Wild World Handbook: How 
Adventurers, Artists, Scientists—and 
You—Can Protect Earth’s Habitats

DB107067 4 hours 19 minutes
by Andrea Debbink
read by Inés del Castillo
Describes the wonder of the natural 
world that surrounds us—from the 
Amazon rainforest to the snowy peaks 
of Mount Everest. Argues that as the 
threat of climate change grows, it’s more 
important than ever to show appreciation 
for our planet by taking action. Includes 
advice and true-adventure accounts. 
Commercial audiobook. For grades 3–6. 
2021.

Science and Technology
Living in a Wildlife Camp

DB107141 0 hours 8 minutes

read by Narrator Unknown
Overview of the life of a family in 
Botswana. The parents are researchers 
who study wild dogs. Commercial audio-
book. For grades 2–4. 2018.

When Kids Hunt Fossils
DB107144 0 hours 8 minutes
by Gail Jarrow
read by Narrator Unknown
Students dig through dirt to help with 

-
book. For grades 2–4. 2018.
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